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Abstract
A well-saturated molecular linkage map is a prerequisite for modern plant breeding. Several genetic

maps have been developed for soybean with various types of molecular markers. Simple sequence
repeats (SSRs) are single-locus markers with high allelic variation and are widely applicable to different
genotypes. We have now mapped 1810 SSR or sequence-tagged site markers in one or more of three
recombinant inbred populations of soybean (the US cultivar ‘Jack’ 3 the Japanese cultivar ‘Fukuyutaka’,
the Chinese cultivar ‘Peking’ 3 the Japanese cultivar ‘Akita’, and the Japanese cultivar ‘Misuzudaizu’ 3
the Chinese breeding line ‘Moshidou Gong 503’) and have aligned these markers with the 20 consensus
linkage groups (LGs). The total length of the integrated linkage map was 2442.9 cM, and the average
number of molecular markers was 90.5 (range of 70–114) for the 20 LGs. We examined allelic diversity
for 1238 of the SSR markers among 23 soybean cultivars or lines and a wild accession. The number of
alleles per locus ranged from 2 to 7, with an average of 2.8. Our high-density linkage map should facilitate
ongoing and future genomic research such as analysis of quantitative trait loci and positional cloning in
addition to marker-assisted selection in soybean breeding.
Key words: EST-derived SSR marker; integrated linkage map; microsatellite marker; polymorphism information
content

1. Introduction

Soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merrill] is one of the most
important grain legumes because it is a staple source
of high-quality vegetable protein and oil for food pro-
ducts and industrial material. Over the past 20 years,
the global growing area of soybean has increased by a
factor of 1.7, whereas the average yield has increased
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by a factor of 2.3, reaching 2.5 tons/hectare in 2006.1

However, the rate of growth in soybean yield has
declined during the last 10 years, increasing by only
8% in this period. It is therefore imperative to
develop new technologies and resources that will
allow the supply of soybean to meet the large
growth in demand anticipated in the near future.

An accurate and well-saturated genetic linkage map
is fundamental to modern plant breeding because it
allows both the identification of agronomic trait loci,
including quantitative trait loci, and an understanding
of genetic diversity and genome structure of genetic
resources. Furthermore, such a linkage map is
required for construction of a physical map. Since
the first genetic map of soybean was constructed
with phenotypic traits,2 several linkage maps have
been developed either alone or in combination with
various types of molecular markers such as restriction
fragment length polymorphism (RFLP), random
amplification of polymorphic DNA (RAPD), amplified
fragment length polymorphism (AFLP), simple
sequence repeat (SSR) and single nucleotide poly-
morphism (SNP) markers.3–7 Among these molecular
markers, SSRs (also known as microsatellite markers)
possess several favorable features: (i) they are inherited
in a codominant manner at individual loci; (ii) they
exhibit high levels of polymorphism and exist in
multiple alleles; (iii) they are distributed evenly and
randomly in the genome and (iv) they can be readily
analyzed by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and
subsequent gel electrophoresis.5,6,8,9 Multiallelic
molecular markers with a high level of polymorphism
are useful for the detection of allelic differences
among many genetic resources.10–12 SSR markers are
applicable to analysis of many of the segregating
populations derived from the hybridization of any
given genotypes. In addition, most PCR primer pairs
for SSR markers yield a single amplification product
for each soybean genotype,13 allowing the use of a
variety of means for the detection of SSR length poly-
morphisms. The amplification products are usually
analyzed by electrophoresis on a polyacrylamide or
agarose gel, but they can also be analyzed with a
genetic sequencer in combination with a labeling pro-
tocol.6,10,14 Moreover, SSR markers can be genotyped
more rapidly and cost efficiently by simultaneous
detection of multiple loci with the use of multiplex
PCR analysis.15 Such analysis is ideal for high-through-
put and repetitive genotyping applications for which
common sets of SSR marker loci are advantageous.

Given that SSR markers were found to map to
individual loci with the same order in three different
mapping populations, 606 such loci were integrated
and aligned with RFLP, RAPD, AFLP and classical
markers into a consensus set of 20 linkage groups
(LGs) corresponding to the 20 pairs of soybean

chromosomes.16 The integrated linkage map was sub-
sequently updated with 420 newly developed SSR
markers and two additional mapping populations,
giving a total of 1849 molecular markers including
1015 SSR, 709 RFLP, 73 RAPD, 6 AFLP and 46 classical
markers.17,18 The framework of 20 consensus LGs
with an average of 50 SSR loci per group has provided
a resource for construction of a linkage map for
genetic analysis of qualitative and quantitative traits.
However, there remain several genomic intervals of
at least 20 cM that contain no SSR markers, and the
number of SSR markers is not sufficient for application
to all hybridizing combinations of germplasm, given
that the genome size of soybean is 1.1 Gb.19

Xia et al.20 recently developed 702 new SSRs from
analysis of genomic DNA or by surveying expressed
sequence tag (EST)-derived SSRs in the public data-
base, and 121 of these SSR markers were mapped in
an F2 population derived from a cross between the
Japanese cultivar Misuzudaizu and the Chinese exper-
imental line Moshidou Gong 503. Additionally, 6920
primer pairs were designed to amplify SSRs from
63 676 non-redundant soybean ESTs available in
the public database, and 668 EST-derived SSR
markers were assigned to a molecular linkage map
constructed with F8 recombinant inbred lines (RILs)
of Misuzudaizu �Moshidou Gong 503.21 These new
SSR markers enrich and saturate the soybean linkage
map and provide a framework for analysis of the
entire genome. We have now analyzed polymorphism
of the new SSRs between parents of three mapping
populations including the Misuzudaizu �Moshidou
Gong 503 RIL population, generated three molecular
linkage maps in combination with the public SSR
markers18 and integrated the new SSR markers into
the framework of 20 consensus LGs. In addition, we
investigated allelic polymorphism for the mapped
EST-derived SSR markers in comparison with the
public SSR markers, and we consider the transferabil-
ity of the new SSR markers in soybean germplasm.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Mapping populations
To develop an integrated linkage map, we used the

following three mapping populations. (i) The MM
population. This population originates from a cross
between the Japanese cultivar Misuzudaizu and the
Chinese weedy experimental line Moshidou Gong
503, consists of 165 RILs and has been described pre-
viously.22,23 The RILs were available from the National
BioResource Project of Lotus and Glycine (http://
www.legumebase.agr.miyazaki-u.ac.jp/index.jsp). We
studied 94 individual plants representing the F8

generation of the RILs to construct a linkage map.21
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(ii) The JF population. This population is derived from
a cross between the US cultivar Jack and Fukuyutaka, a
leading Japanese cultivar, and comprises 179 RILs. We
randomly selected 91 individual plants representing
the F7 generation of the RILs and used for mapping.
(iii) The PA population. This population is created
from a cross between the Chinese cultivar Peking
and the Japanese cultivar Akita. We randomly selected
68 individual plants representing the F9 generation of
120 RILs.

2.2. DNA extraction and marker analysis
Total genomic DNA was extracted from young

leaves or seed flour of individual samples with the
use of an Automatic DNA Isolation System PI-50a
(Kurabo, Osaka, Japan) according to Plant DNA
Extraction Protocol (version 2). The concentration of
DNA in solution was quantified by comparison with
a serial dilution of lambda phage DNA (Promega,
Madison, WI, USA) and was then adjusted to 10 ng/
mL with sterile water. PCR amplification was per-
formed in a reaction mixture (10 mL) containing
10 ng of total genomic DNA, 0.4 mM of each primer
and 5 mL of GoTaq Green Master Mix (Promega) and
with the use of a GeneAmp PCR System 9700
(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). The ampli-
fication protocol comprised an initial denaturation for
2 min at 958C; 30 cycles of denaturation for 30 s at
958C, annealing for 30 s at 478C13 or 558C,20 and
extension for 30 s at 728C; and a final extension for
5 min at 728C. The EST-derived SSR markers were
amplified with the modified ‘Touchdown PCR’ proto-
col.24 PCR products were resolved by 10% polyacryl-
amide gel electrophoresis in Tris-borate-EDTA (TBE)
buffer. The gel was stained with ethidium bromide,
and the bands were visualized and photographed
under ultraviolet light.

2.3. Screening and genotyping of DNA markers
SSR markers developed by USDA-ARS (United States

Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research
Service) and DuPont Corporation16,18 as well as SSR
and sequence-tagged site (STS) markers developed
by the Chiba University20 were screened to detect
polymorphism between parents of the JF and PA
populations in addition to the MM population. The
polymorphic markers were mapped with each of the
three mapping populations. A total of 6920 EST-
derived SSR primer pairs developed by the Kazusa
DNA Research Institute21 were used to detect poly-
morphisms between parents of the two mapping
populations (JF and PA), and the polymorphic
markers were analyzed in the two populations. The
genotype data of 693 EST-derived SSR markers in

the MM population were used from the previous
study by Hisano et al.21

2.4. Construction of an integrated linkage map
We first used JoinMap (version 4.0)25 to group and

order molecular marker loci within each of the JF, PA
and MM populations. The segregated markers were
grouped in LGs on the basis of an LOD (logarithm of
the odds ratio for linkage) score of �7.0 and referral
to previously reported LGs of the public SSR marker
loci.16,21 Marker order was subsequently determined
on the basis of a minimum LOD score of 1.0 and
recombination threshold of 0.4 in each LG. Markers
were tested for deviation from expected Mendelian
segregation by the chi-squared test performed with
the JoinMap software under the ‘Locus Genotypic
Frequency’ command. Markers were sorted on the
basis of the chi-squares test with a P-value of ,0.05.

The three maps of each LG were integrated with the
used of a minimum LOD score of 3.0 and recombina-
tion threshold of 0.4 under the ‘Combine Groups for
Map Integration’ command of the JoinMap software,
and they were reorganized with reference to the 20
consensus linkage map16 and a previously reported
map of EST-derived SSR markers.21 The large interval
between the two markers Sat_235 and GMES1325
in LG C1 was calculated with the use of MAPMAKER/
EXP, version 3.0.26 Recombination values were con-
verted to genetic distance (cM) with the use of the
Kosambi mapping function.27 Each map of the 20
LGs was graphically visualized with MapChart.28

2.5. Evaluation of mapped markers and allele
frequencies

Polymorphism analysis was performed with the
same 24 soybean cultivars and lines used in a pre-
vious study,21 namely 15 Japanese cultivars and
lines (Enrei, Fukuyutaka, Hayahikari, Himeshirazu,
Ibarakimame 7 gou, Koitozairai, Misuzudaizu, Nourin
2 gou, Saikai No. 20, Suzuyutaka, Tamahomare,
Toyokomachi, Toyomusume, Yukihomare and Toiku
No. 237), two Japanese breeding material lines
(Tokei 758 gou and To-8E), three US cultivars
(Adams, Harosoy and Jack), two Chinese lines
(Peking and Moshidou Gong 503), an Indonesian cul-
tivar (Wilis) and the Japanese wild accession (Funaba
3). The number of alleles and polymorphism
information content (PIC) were analyzed for 304
USDA-ARS SSR markers on a 3% agarose gel12 using
Tris-acetate-EDTA buffer and for 934 EST-derived SSR
markers mapped in this study on a 10% polyacryl-
amide gel using TBE buffer. The PIC for each SSR
marker locus (i) was calculated according to the
formula described by Keim et al.:29 PIC(i)¼1 –P

Pij2, where Pij is the frequency of the jth allele of
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the ith SSR locus and summation extends over n
alleles.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Screening of polymorphic molecular markers
We performed PCR amplification of template DNA

from the parents of two mapping populations, the JF
and PA populations, in addition to the MM population
with EST-derived SSR primer pairs.21 Amplification of
template DNA from the parents Jack and
Fukuyutaka yielded products from both parents with
6079 primer pairs and from only one parent with
31 pairs. Obvious polymorphism between the
parents was observed with 360 (5.2%) of the primer
pairs (Table 1). Similarly, PCR products were obtained
from both parents Peking and Akita with 5517 primer
pairs and from only one parent with 82 pairs.
Unambiguous polymorphism between the parents
was observed with 406 (5.9%) of the EST-derived
SSR primer pairs. The polymorphism frequencies
obtained for the parents of the JF and PA populations
(5.2 and 5.9%, respectively) are approximately half of
that previously reported (9.8%) for the parents
(Misuzudaizu and Moshidou Gong 503) of the MM
population (680 polymorphisms among the 6920
used for analysis).21 A total of 1127 (16.3%) EST-
derived SSR primer pairs gave polymorphisms in at
least one of each parental pair of the three mapping
populations.

Of the more than 1000 SSR or STS primer pairs
developed by the Chiba University,20,22,30 we selected
370 pairs on the basis of their mapping information
and banding patterns in order to detect polymorph-
ism between each pair of the parents of the JF and
PA populations. Obvious polymorphism between the
parents of the JF or PA population was observed with
100 (27.0%) and 103 (27.8%) of the primer pairs,
respectively (Table 1). A total of 145 (39.2%)

primer pairs yielded polymorphisms for at least one
of the parental pairs of the JF and PA populations.

The public soybean SSR markers developed by
USDA-ARS and DuPont Corporation16,18 were exam-
ined for polymorphism between each pair of the
parents of the three populations in order to construct
a framework for the 20 consensus LGs. Clear poly-
morphism between the parents of the JF or PA popu-
lation was observed with 402 (39.6%) and 320
(31.5%) of the 1015 SSR primer pairs, respectively
(Table 1). In addition, 164 primer pairs for the 377
public SSR markers analyzed previously12 as well as
the 300 SSR markers previously reported21 yielded
unambiguous polymorphism between the parents of
the MM population. Consequently, obvious poly-
morphism between at least one of each parental
pair of the three populations was observed with a
total of 614 (60.5%) SSR markers.

3.2. Construction of each linkage map
A total of 862 polymorphisms were scored in the JF

population, with each primer pair yielding poly-
morphic bands at a single locus. After exclusion of
16 unlinked markers and 7 unsuccessfully positioned
markers, 839 marker loci, which included 344 EST-
derived SSR markers, 97 SSR or STS markers developed
by Chiba University and 398 public SSR markers, were
assembled into 26 LGs with a total genetic length of
2363.6 cM. Sixteen of these LGs were matched with
A1, A2, B1, B2, D1a, D1b, D2, E, F, G, I, J, K, L, M and
N of the 20 consensus LGs.18,31 The other four con-
sensus LGs (C1, C2, H and O) were divided into two
or three fragments.

After exclusion of 12 unlinked markers and 7
unsuccessfully positioned markers, a total of 810
marker loci, including 396 EST-derived SSR markers,
99 SSR or STS markers, and 315 public SSR markers,
were grouped into 32 LGs in the PA population.
Twelve of these LGs corresponded to A1, A2, B2,
D1a, D1b, D2, F, I, J, M, N and O of the 20 consensus
LGs. The other eight consensus LGs (B1, C1, C2, E, G,

Table 1. Numbers of SSR or STS markers analyzed, found to be polymorphic and mapped in each population of RILs

Status RIL population

Jack � Fukuyutaka Peking � Akita Misuzudaizu �Moshidou Gong 503

ESa CSb USc Total ES CS US Total ESd CS US Total

Primer pairs 6920 370 1015 8305 6920 370 1015 8305 6920 370 1015 8305

Polymorphic 360 100 402 862 406 103 320 829 680 NAe NAe NAe

Mapped 344 97 398 839 396 99 315 810 693 9 299 1006
aEST-derived SSR markers developed by Kazusa DNA Research Institute.21

bSSR or STS markers developed by Chiba University.20,22

cPublic SSR markers developed by USDA-ARS and DuPont Corporation.16,18

dGenotype data were used from the previous study by Hisano et al.21

eNot applicable (NA); not all primer pairs analyzed.
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H, K and L) were divided into 2–4 fragments. All but
one of the primer pairs yielded polymorphic bands at
a single locus; the primer pair for CSSR534 detected
two loci. The linkage map covered a genetic distance
of 1575.9 cM.

Genotype data for 693 EST-derived SSR loci in the
MM population were used from the previous study
by Hisano et al.21 In addition to these markers, 308
marker loci, including 9 SSR or STS markers and 299
public SSR markers, were assembled into 22 LGs
with a total genetic length of 2187.2 cM, after the
elimination of one unlinked marker. Eighteen of these
LGs matched 18 of the 20 consensus LGs. The other
two consensus LGs (C1 and E) were each fragmented
into two short pieces. After the addition of two public
SSR markers, Sat_137 and Satt684, of LG A1, five
EST-derived SSR markers (GMES4205a, GMES6481,
GMES2036, GMES4016 and GMES2497) mapped at
one end of LG A1, though they were previously
assigned to LG C2.21 Twenty-four and one primer
pairs detected double and quadruple loci, respectively.
Segregation distortion was observed in the same
region of consensus LG I in two mapping populations,
JF (CSSR366, CSSR529, GMES1137, GMES2783,
GMES6339 and Sat_189) and MM (CSSR529,
GMES0289, GMES2783, GMES4080, GMES6339 and
GMES6428).

3.3. Construction of an integrated linkage map
Since 648 of the mapped marker loci were

common among at least two of the mapping popu-
lations, JoinMap analysis of the 1074 EST-derived
SSR including 387 newly mapped marker loci, 141
SSR or STS including 81 newly mapped marker loci
and 595 public SSR markers resulted in their success-
ful merger into a genetic linkage map comprised the
20 consensus LGs and spanning 2442.9 cM of
Kosambi map distance (Fig. 1, Table 2). The average
genetic length of the 20 LGs was 122.1 cM, although
the length ranged from 175.8 (LG A2) to 77.4 (LG J)
cM (Table 2). The number of marker loci for the LGs
ranged from 114 (LG F) to 70 (LG N), with an
average of 90.5. The average genetic distance
between markers varied between 0.94 (LG J) and
1.78 (LG A2) cM. A cluster of five EST-derived SSR
markers (GMES4205a, GMES6481, GMES2036,
GMES4016 and GMES2497) was previously assigned
to LG C2,21 but this cluster together with
GMES0706, CSSR1,20 GMES5782, GMES3776 and
GMES1678 was assembled at one end of LG A1 in
the present integrated linkage map as well as individ-
ual linkage maps (Fig. 1). Most marker loci were rela-
tively evenly distributed along the LGs, although there
were some regions with a high or low marker density
(Fig. 1, Supplementary Fig. S1). The LG C1 still

contained a large genetic interval (35.3 cM)
between Sat_235 and GMES1325 for which there
was no marker locus (Table 3). There were additional
six large genetic intervals with a gap of .10 cM
(Table 3).

The integrated linkage map contains 132 dominant
marker loci, including 83 of the 1074 EST-derived SSR
markers, 27 of the 141 SSR or STS markers, and 22 of
the 595 public SSR markers, in at least one of the
mapping populations. However, amplified products
of each of 77 of these 132 marker loci exhibited poly-
morphism with bands of different sizes among 23
soybean cultivars and 1 wild soybean line, indicating
that most of these loci could be used as codominant
markers dependent on the combination of genotypes.
Among the mapped molecular markers, 32 EST-
derived SSR markers and 2 SSR markers developed
by the Chiba University detected double loci in one
or more than two of the mapping populations. One
EST-derived SSR marker, GMES4205, gave four poly-
morphic bands positioned in four different LGs,
whereas two SSR and one STS markers developed by
the Chiba University were mapped to positions
different from those reported previously.20 These
multiple loci were discriminated by appending a low-
ercase letter, as in GMES4205a and GMES4205b
(Fig. 1, Supplementary Fig. S1).

3.4. Polymorphism of USDA-ARS SSR and EST-derived
SSR markers

We examined allelic variation among the 24
soybean genotypes with the mapped SSR markers
on the integrated linkage map. We selected 934
EST-derived SSR markers and 304 public SSR
markers on the basis of both their unambiguous
banding patterns and their distribution throughout
the entire genome.12,21 Though the two groups of
the SSR markers were analyzed by the different elec-
trophoresis systems on either polyacrylamide or
agarose gel, the resolutions of amplified products
were almost equivalent in both systems. For confir-
mation, the electrophoresis system for each marker
was indicated in Supplementary Fig. S1. The number
of alleles per locus ranged from 2 to 7 with an
average of 2.8 for the EST-derived SSR markers and
3.1 for the public SSR markers (Fig. 2, Table 4). The
most frequent allele numbers were 2 and 3 for the
EST-derived SSR and public SSR markers, respectively.
The PIC value, a measure of allelic diversity at a
locus, ranged from 0.08 to 0.83, with an average
value of 0.40 for all markers; the average was 0.38
for the EST-derived SSR markers and 0.46 for the
public SSR markers (Fig. 2, Table 4). Marker loci with
PIC values between 0.40 and 0.50 were the most
common among both groups. The highest and
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Figure 1. Genetic linkage map of soybean constructed with SSR and STS markers. The linkage map was visualized graphically with
MapChart. The LGs were constructed from 595 public SSR markers developed by USDA-ARS and DuPont Corporation (black
characters), 1074 EST-derived SSR markers developed by Kazusa DNA Research Institute (red), and 141 SSR or STS markers
developed by the Chiba University (blue). A total of 468 newly mapped PCR-based markers were polymorphic in one or more of
the three mapping populations (bold). The EST-derived SSR markers GMES4205a, GMES6481, GMES2036, GMES4016 and
GMES2497 were previously assigned to LG C2,21 but the JoinMap analysis here positioned these markers as well as GMES0706,
CSSR1, GMES5782, GMES3776 and GMES1678 at one end of LG A1 (boxed region).
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lowest average PIC values for the EST-derived SSR
markers were detected in LG G (0.49) and LGs D2
and M (0.34), respectively. In contrast, the highest

and lowest such values for the public SSR markers
were detected in LG D2 (0.52) and LG H (0.34),
respectively (Table 4). Clusters of marker loci with a

Figure 1. (Continued)
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higher than average PIC value, such as those located
between GMES1587 and GMES4303 (average PIC
value of 0.58), were detected in LG G

(Supplementary Fig. S1). In contrast, marker loci
located between GMES0688 and GMES4161 in LG
O showed an average PIC value of only 0.19.

Figure 1. (Continued)
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3.5. General discussion
Several SSR-based linkage maps have recently been

developed independently for different mapping

populations.16,17,20,21 Although these previous
studies accumulated almost 2000 SSRs mapped to
the 20 consensus LGs, the positional relations

Figure 1. (Continued)
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among SSRs have remained unclear. We have mapped
a total of 1810 SSR or other kinds of PCR-based
markers in one or more than three mapping popu-
lations and have generated an integrated linkage
map with the use of JoinMap 4.0 software. In addition
to 1343 known SSR markers, 387 EST-derived SSR
markers and 81 SSR or STS markers developed by
the Chiba University were newly positioned on the
map, allowing determination of the relative position
for each microsatellite marker. The total length of

the present integrated linkage map is 2442.9 cM,
which is almost identical to that of an updated inte-
grated map (2524.0 cM)16–18 including SSR, RFLP,
RAPD, AFLP and classical markers as well as to that
of a transcript map (2550.3 cM) with SNP markers.7

The genetic length of individual LGs in the present
integrated map correlates well with that of those in
the previous maps (r ¼ 0.73 and 0.72, respectively).
Whereas LGs A1 and E are .20 cM longer in the
present map than in the previous maps, LGs B2, D2
and F are .20 cM shorter. The estimated length of
these LGs, with the exception of LG A1, agrees rela-
tively well with that of those in the latest version of
the integrated linkage map.32 In contrast, several
new SSR marker loci were mapped outside the existing
SSR loci in LG A1, extending its genetic length by
.20 cM. The present integrated linkage map thus
appears to achieve high coverage of the entire
soybean genome.

The present integrated linkage map is composed of
1810 molecular markers including 1074 EST-derived
SSR markers, 141 SSR or STS markers developed by
the Chiba University and 595 public SSR markers
with an average marker density of 0.74/cM.
Although the markers are distributed relatively
evenly, randomly and densely throughout the
genome, there remain seven gaps of .10 cM
between markers. In particular, LG C1 contains the
largest gap of 35.3 cM between Sat_235 and
GMES1325, an interval for which no SSR markers
were reported in previous studies.17,21,31 This gap
may reflect either a lack of polymorphic markers in
a highly homozygous region or the presence of hot
spots of recombination that enlarge the genetic dis-
tance corresponding to a short physical distance.

Public SSR markers, which have been developed by
USDA-ARS and DuPont Corporation,17,31 were strictly
standardized to yield a single amplification product
for a given soybean genotype. All the primer pairs
for these markers thus corresponded to a single
locus in the present mapping populations. In contrast,
EST-derived SSR markers sometimes gave multiple
bands, which were mapped separately to different
LGs in some cases. Thirty-two and one primer pairs
for these SSRs detected double and quadruple loci,
respectively. A total of 84 public SSR markers were
common to the three individual linkage maps and
mapped to the 20 consensus LGs described pre-
viously.17 Most markers were arranged in the same
order and with similar genetic intervals in the JF, PA,
MM and present integrated linkage maps as well as
in the consensus integrated linkage map. However,
reversions or altered orders of markers relative to
the consensus linkage map were observed for LGs
D1a, D1b, E, J and N. Each RIL population used in
this study was derived from a cross between a

Table 2. Summary of the integrated linkage map and mapped
markers

LG Number of markers Length
(cM)

Average
interval

(cM)
ESa CSa USa Total

A1 38 6 35 79 130.4 1.65

A2 61 6 32 99 175.8 1.78

B1 59 7 21 87 131.3 1.51

B2 49 11 21 81 97.8 1.21

C1 42 9 32 83 136.1 1.64

C2 56 10 34 100 146.3 1.46

D1a 43 6 24 73 122.0 1.67

D1b 70 4 32 106 144.1 1.36

D2 64 4 31 99 117.7 1.19

E 46 9 23 78 104.7 1.34

F 69 8 37 114 122.0 1.07

G 63 9 34 106 124.1 1.17

H 46 1 30 77 105.6 1.37

I 48 12 29 89 109.6 1.23

J 48 7 27 82 77.4 0.94

K 58 10 28 96 112.2 1.17

L 50 7 31 88 111.9 1.27

M 56 6 31 93 124.1 1.33

N 37 4 29 70 108.0 1.55

O 71 5 34 110 141.8 1.29

Total 1074 141 595 1810 2442.9

Average 53.7 7.1 29.8 90.5 122.1 1.36
aAbbreviations are as in Table 1.

Table 3. Marker loci at the boundaries of genomic intervals of
.10 cM containing no SSR or STS markers

LG Flanking SSR loci Interval distance (cM)

A1 GMES6481–GMES5019 10.8

A2 GMES3189–GMES1806 12.3

C1 Sat_235–GMES1325 35.3

C2 Sat_130–GMES5629 12.5

E GMES6270–GMES4123 11.7

F AW756935–GMES4726 10.4

K GMES2057–CSSR554 12.9
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Figure 2. Comparison of allele frequencies and PIC values for markers in 23 soybean cultivars and one wild accession. (A) Public SSR
markers developed by USDA-ARS and DuPont Corporation. (B) EST-derived SSR markers.

Table 4. Average numbers of alleles and PIC values for mapped markers in each LG

LG ESa USa Total

Number Average PIC
value

Average
number of

alleles

Number Average PIC
value

Average
number of

alleles

Number Average PIC
value

Average
number of

alleles
A1 35 0.39 2.9 16 0.48 3.2 51 0.42 3.0

A2 56 0.39 2.7 15 0.47 3.1 71 0.41 2.8

B1 51 0.36 2.6 12 0.44 2.8 63 0.38 2.7

B2 40 0.43 2.8 13 0.50 3.2 53 0.45 2.9

C1 35 0.37 2.8 18 0.48 3.1 53 0.41 2.9

C2 50 0.36 2.8 20 0.48 3.4 70 0.40 2.9

D1a 38 0.42 2.9 13 0.45 2.8 51 0.42 2.9

D1b 58 0.37 2.7 13 0.47 3.3 71 0.39 2.8

D2 53 0.34 2.5 14 0.52 3.9 67 0.38 2.8

E 38 0.41 2.7 13 0.42 2.8 51 0.41 2.7

F 58 0.39 2.9 16 0.47 3.0 74 0.41 2.9

G 58 0.49 3.0 21 0.47 3.4 79 0.48 3.1

H 43 0.41 2.9 11 0.34 2.5 54 0.39 2.9

I 42 0.38 2.6 17 0.48 3.4 59 0.41 2.8

J 41 0.38 2.9 18 0.45 3.1 59 0.40 2.9

K 51 0.39 3.0 16 0.42 3.0 67 0.40 3.0

L 45 0.37 2.8 16 0.46 3.3 61 0.39 2.9

M 49 0.34 2.4 13 0.49 3.1 62 0.37 2.5

N 34 0.35 2.5 14 0.46 3.0 48 0.38 2.6

O 59 0.35 2.6 15 0.46 3.1 74 0.37 2.7

Total 934 0.38 2.8 304 0.46 3.1 1238 0.40 2.8
aAbbreviations are as in Table 1.
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Japanese cultivar and foreign cultivar or experimental
line. All the parents were genetically classified into
distant groups by cluster analysis of length poly-
morphism of SSR markers.12 In contrast, with one
exception, previous consensus integrated linkage
maps were constructed on the basis of mapping
populations derived from US domestic cultivars.16,18

The discrepancy in marker order may be due to inver-
sion, translocation, insertion or deletion of genomic
regions specific to mapping populations with different
genetic backgrounds.7 Similarly, the frequency of
recombination has been found to vary substantially
among populations,33 resulting in divergence of
genetic distance among mapping populations.

In the present study, we analyzed allelic variation
for a large number of SSR loci including 934 EST-
derived and 304 public SSRs. The overall average PIC
value for the EST-derived markers (0.38) was lower
than that for the public SSR markers (0.46), consist-
ent with previous observations.21,30 The PIC values
and their distribution are indicative of the transfer-
ability of mapped SSR markers to different genotypes.
The most frequent number of alleles per EST-derived
marker was two, suggesting that several such
markers might reflect insertion–deletion polymorph-
isms (indels), as is the case for STS markers.21 The PIC
values of EST-derived markers in individual LGs did
not correlate with those of the public SSR markers
(r ¼ 20.23). The public SSR marker loci with the
highest and lowest average PIC values were found in
LG D2 (0.52) and LG H (0.34), respectively, whereas
the highest and lowest average PIC values for the
EST-derived SSR markers were detected in LG G
(0.41) and both LG D2 and LG M (0.34), respectively.
The reason for this difference between the two SSR
marker groups of different origin remains unclear.

Soybean is a member of the phaseoloid legumes,
which include numerous crops of economic impor-
tance such as common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.),
cowpea [Vigna unguiculata (L.) Walp.], mungbean [V.
radiata (L.) Wilczek] and azuki bean [V. angularis
(Willd.) Ohwi et Ohashi]. The availability of an inte-
grated linkage map with markers, such as EST-
derived SSR markers, that are transferable to closely
related species would allow comparative genetic
analysis between soybean and other legume crops
as a strategy for applied agriculture.21,34

Comparative genetic mapping and synteny analysis
would facilitate gene discovery through the develop-
ment of markers that are closely linked genetically
to the target gene.35 In addition, information on
EST-derived SSR markers provides a basis for evalu-
ation of the structural diversity and evolution of
these various species.36

A chromosome-based assembly of sequence data in
soybean, Glyma1.0, is available at Phytozome.37 The

accuracy and resolution of genetic linkage maps and
physical maps (whole-genome sequencing) can thus
be confirmed and refined reciprocally. The availability
of physical maps does not diminish the importance of
genetic linkage maps, with the two map types having
a synergistic influence on modern soybean genomics
as well as marker-assisted selection for target traits.
The large number of SSR markers positioned in the
present and previous studies promote understanding
of the soybean genome at the structural and func-
tional levels.
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